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RULE SWAPPING IN A PACKET NETWORK

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[01] This application claims priority to U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 13/739,178, filed

January 11, 2013, and entitled "RULE SWAPPING IN A PACKET NETWORK," the

disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety and made part

hereof.

BACKGROUND

[02] Network protection devices (e.g., firewalls) implement rules with respect to packet-

switched network traffic entering or leaving the networks they protect. Such devices

compare the rules with the traffic. If a match is found, then the devices apply the actions

associated with the rules to the traffic, e.g., the traffic may be allowed to cross the

network boundary, or the traffic may be prevented from crossing the boundary. Such

rules are often grouped into rule sets, which may form one or more network policies. As

networks increase in complexity, the number of rules in a rule set may correspondingly

increase. Similarly, the number of rules in a rule set may increase due to a desire on the

part of an administrator to manage network traffic with a high level of granularity.

[03] Network protection devices may require time to switch between rule sets. As rule sets

increase in complexity, the time required for switching between them presents obstacles

for effective implementation. For example, a network protection device may be unable

to process network traffic while switching between rule sets due to the utilization of

resources for implementing the new rule set. Additionally, while implementing a new

rule set, a network protection device may continue processing packets in accordance

with an outdated rule set. In certain circumstances (e.g., in the event of a network

attack), such processing may exacerbate rather than mitigate the impetus for the rule set

switch (e.g., the effect of the network attack).

SUMMARY

[04] The following presents a simplified summary in order to provide a basic understanding

of some aspects of the disclosure. It is neither intended to identify key or critical

elements of the disclosure nor to delineate the scope of the disclosure. The following



summary merely presents some concepts in a simplified form as a prelude to the

description below.

[05] In some variations, first and second rule sets may be received by a network protection

device. The first and second rule sets may be preprocessed. For example, the first and

set rule sets may be optimized to improve performance. The network protection device

may be configured to process packets in accordance with the first rule set. Packets may

be received by the network protection device. A first portion of the packets may be

processed in accordance with the first rule set. The network protection device may be

reconfigured to process packets in accordance with the second rule set. A second

portion of the packets may be processed in accordance with the second rule set.

[06] In some embodiments, the network protection device may include multiple processors.

The processors, or a portion thereof, may be utilized for processing the first portion of

the packets in accordance with the first rule set. Reconfiguring the network protection

device to process packets in accordance with the second rule set may include

synchronizing the processors. Synchronizing the processors may include signaling the

processors to process packets in accordance with the second rule set. Responsive to

signaling the processors to process packets in accordance with the second rule set, the

processors may cease processing packets and may cache any unprocessed packets. The

processors may be reconfigured to process packets in accordance with the second rule

set. Once reconfigured, the processors may signal completion of the reconfiguration

process. Responsive to signaling completion of the reconfiguration process, the

processors may process the cached unprocessed packets in accordance with the second

rule set.

[07] In some embodiments, configuration information for configuring the network protection

device to process packets in accordance with the first rule set may be stored. The stored

configuration information may be utilized to reconfigure the network protection device

to process packets in accordance with the first rule set, and a third portion of the packets

may be processed in accordance with the first rule set.

[08] In some embodiments, the first rule set may specify a set of network addresses for which

packets should be forwarded and the second rule set may specify a set of network

addresses for which packets should be forwarded. The second set of network addresses



may include fewer network addresses than the first set. Alternatively, the second set of

network addresses may include more network addresses than the first set.

[09] In some embodiments, the first rule set may specify a set of network addresses for which

packets should be dropped and the second rule set may specify a set of network

addresses for which packets should be dropped. The second set of network addresses

may include fewer network addresses than the first set. Alternatively, the second set of

network addresses may include more network addresses than the first set.

[10] In some embodiments, reconfiguring the network protection device to process packets in

accordance with the second rule set may be performed in response to the network

protection device receiving a message invoking the second rule set. Additionally or

alternatively, reconfiguring the network protection device to process packets in

accordance with the second rule set may be performed in response to one or more

detected network conditions indicating a network attack.

[11] Other details and features will be described in the sections that follow.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[12] Some features herein are illustrated by way of example, and not by way of limitation,

in the figures of the accompanying drawings, in which like reference numerals refer to

similar elements.

[13] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary network protection device in which one or more aspects

of the disclosure may be implemented.

[14] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary method for performing fast rule swapping.

[15] FIGs. 3A - 3F illustrate aspects of an exemplary network protection device

synchronizing multiple processors performing fast rule swapping.

[16] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary method for synchronizing multiple processors

performing fast rule swapping.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION



[17] In the following description of various illustrative embodiments, reference is made to

the accompanying drawings, which form a part hereof, and in which is shown, by way

of illustration, various embodiments in which aspects of the disclosure may be

practiced. It is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized, and

structural and functional modifications may be made, without departing from the

scope of the present disclosure.

[18] Various connections between elements are discussed in the following description.

These connections are general and, unless specified otherwise, may be direct or

indirect, wired or wireless, physical or logical. In this respect, the specification is not

intended to be limiting.

[19] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary network protection device in which one or more aspects

of the disclosure may be implemented. Referring to FIG. 1, network protection device

100 may be located at boundary 102 between networks 104 and 106. As used herein, a

network protection device includes any computing device having a processor, a memory,

and a communication interface. Optionally, a network protection device may be

configured to perform one or more additional functions as described herein. For

example, network protection device 100 may be a firewall, gateway, router, or switch

that interfaces networks 104 and 106. Network protection device 100 may include one

or more network interfaces. For example, network protection device 100 may include

network interface 108 for communicating with network 104, and network interface 110

for communicating with network 106. In some embodiments, network protection device

100 may include a management interface for providing an administrator with

configuration access or provisioning network protection device 100 with one or more

rule sets. For example, network protection device 100 may include management

interface 112.

[20] Network protection device 100 may also include one or more processors 114, memory

116, and packet filter 118. Network interfaces 108 and 110, management interface 112,

processor(s) 114, memory 116, and packet filter 118 may be interconnected via data bus

120. Packet filter 118 may be configured to examine information specified by policy

122 with respect to packets received by network protection device 100 and forward the

packets to one or more packet transformation functions specified by policy 122 based on

the examined information. As used herein, a policy includes any combination of rules,



rule sets, messages, instructions, files, data structures, or the like that specifies criteria

corresponding to one or more packets and identifies a packet transformation function to

be performed on packets corresponding to the specified criteria. Optionally, a policy

may further specify one or more additional parameters as described herein.

[21] Packet filter 118 may examine information specified by policy 122 with respect to

packets received by network protection device 100 (e.g., packets received from network

104 via network interface 108) and forward the packets to one or more of packet

transformation functions 124, 126, or 128 specified by policy 122 based on the examined

information. Packet transformation functions 124, 126, and 128 may be configured to

perform one or more functions on packets they receive from packet filter 118. For

example, one or more of packet transformation functions 124, 126, and 128 may be

configured to forward packets received from packet filter 118 into network 106, forward

packets received from packet filter 118 to an Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) stack

having an IPsec security association corresponding to the packets, or drop packets

received from packet filter 118. Additionally or alternatively, one or more of packet

transformation functions 124, 126, and 128 may be configured to forward one or more

packets they receive to one or more other packet transformation functions (e.g., packet

transformation function 124, 126, or 128), which may, in turn, perform one or more

additional functions on the packets (e.g., log the packets, forward the packets into

network 106, drop the packets, or forward the packets to one or more additional packet

transformation functions for further processing). In some embodiments, one or more of

packet transformation functions 124, 126, and 128 may be configured to drop packets by

sending the packets to a local "infinite sink" (e.g., the /dev/null device file in a

UNIX/LINUX system). United States Patent Application Serial No. 13/657,010 (Arty.

Docket No. 007742.00017), filed October 22, 2012, describes the use of packet

transformation functions and is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

[22] As indicated above, network protection devices (e.g., network protection device 100)

may require time to switch between rule sets, and, as rule sets increase in complexity, the

time required for switching between them may present obstacles for effective

implementation. For example, memory 116 may include policies 130 and 132. Each of

policies 130 and 132 may include a rule set. In some embodiments, memory 116 may

store policies 130 and 132's rule sets in one or more buffers. The buffers may be



statically sized to one or more predetermined sizes or the size of the buffers may be

dynamically adjusted based on the size of policies 130 and 132 's rule sets. In order to

optimize network protection device 100 's implementation of policies 130 and 132 the

rule set contained within policy 130 or policy 132 may be preprocessed prior to its

implementation by network protection device 100. For example, recent advances in

packet filtering technology have reduced the time required to apply large rule sets to

network traffic. United States Patent Application Publication Nos. 2006/0195896 and

2006/0248580 to Fulp et al, and United States Patent Application Publication No.

2011/0055916 to Ahn, describe such advanced packet filtering technologies, and are

each incorporated by reference herein in their entireties. In some embodiments,

preprocessing policies 130 and 132 's rule sets may include merging two or more rules

within the rule sets into one rule, separating one or more rules within the rule sets into

two or more rules, or reordering one or more rules within the rule sets.

[23] While preprocessing a rule set prior to its implementation may optimize its application to

packets, preprocessing a rule set may be a resource intensive process that may require a

substantial period of time. In certain contexts (e.g., initial setup) the time required for

preprocessing may be of little moment; however, in other contexts (e.g., when rule sets

are being swapped live), the time required for preprocessing a rule set may adversely

affect the performance of network protection device 100. For example, network

protection device 100 may preprocess policy 130 's rule set and then implement the

preprocessed rule set with respect to network traffic flowing between networks 104 and

106. Later, it may be desired to reconfigure network protection device 100 to implement

policy 132 's rule set with respect to network traffic flowing between networks 104 and

106. Accordingly, policy 132 's rule set may be preprocessed and network protection

device 100 may be reconfigured to implement the preprocessed rule set with respect to

network traffic flowing between networks 104 and 106. Utilizing such an approach,

however, may result in network protection device 100 having to devote resources to

preprocessing policy 132 's rule set while simultaneously implementing policy 130 ' s rule

set with respect to traffic flowing between networks 104 and 106. Thus, network

protection device 100 may have to wait until preprocessing of policy 132 's rule set is

completed before switching to policy 132. Moreover, this period may be extended due

to network protection device 100 's ongoing implementation of policy 130 's rule set with

respect to traffic flowing between networks 104 and 106.



[24] In accordance with aspects of the disclosure, network protection device 100 may be

configured to preprocess multiple rule sets prior to their implementation and thereby

enable network protection device 100 to perform fast rule swapping between rule sets.

FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary method for performing fast rule swapping. Referring to

FIG. 2, the steps may be performed by a network protection device, such as network

protection device 100. At step 200, a first rule set may be received. For example,

network protection device 100 may receive policy 130 via management interface 112.

At step 202, a second rule set may be received. For example, network protection device

100 may receive policy 132 via management interface 112. At step 204, the first and

second rule sets may be preprocessed. For example, network protection device 100 may

preprocess both policy 130 's rule set and policy 132 's rule set. At step 206, the network

protection device may be configured to process packets in accordance with the first rule

set. For example, network protection device 100 may be configured to process packets

flowing between networks 104 and 106 in accordance with policy 130 's preprocessed

rule set. At step 208, packets may be received. For example, network protection device

100 may receive packets from network 104 via network interface 108. At step 210, a

first portion of the packets may be processed in accordance with the first rule set. For

example, network protection device 100 may perform one or more packet transformation

functions specified by policy 130 's preprocessed rule set on a first portion of the packets

received from network 104. At step 212, the network protection device may be

reconfigured to process packets in accordance with the second rule set. For example,

network protection device 100 may be reconfigured to process packets flowing between

networks 104 and 106 in accordance with policy 132 's preprocessed rule set. At step

214, a second portion of the packets may be processed in accordance with the second

rule set. For example, network protection device 100 may perform one or more packet

transformation functions specified by policy 132 's preprocessed rule set on a second

portion of the packets received from network 104.

[25] It will be appreciated that by preprocessing both policy 130 's rule set and policy 132 's

rule set prior to processing packets flowing between networks 104 and 106 in

accordance with either of policy 130 's rule set or policy 132 's rule set, network

protection device 100 may swap or switch between policy 130 's rule set and policy

132 's rule set more efficiently. For example, because policy 132 's rule set is

preprocessed prior to network protection device 100 being reconfigured to process



packets in accordance with policy 132 's rule set, network protection device 100 is not

required to preprocess policy 132 's rule set at the time network protection device 100 is

switching between policy 130 's rule set and policy 132 's rule set. Moreover, network

protection device 100 may be able to preprocess policy 132 's rule set more efficiently

because it may not be required to simultaneously process packets in accordance with

policy 130 's rule set.

[26] In some embodiments, network protection device 100 may be configured to store

configuration information associated with policy 130 's rule set or policy 132 's rule set.

Such configuration information may later be utilized to reconfigure network protection

device 100 to process packets in accordance with policy 130 's rule set or policy 132 's

rule set (e.g., to swap or switch back to processing packets in accordance with a rule set

network protection device 100 has previously processed packets in accordance with).

[27] Due to the large number of rules a rule set may contain and the high volume of traffic a

network protection device may be required to efficiently process, a network protection

device may include multiple processors for processing packets in accordance with a rule

set. Such a multi-processor network protection device may distribute packets amongst

its processors for processing in accordance with a rule set.

[28] FIGs. 3A - 3F illustrate aspects of an exemplary network protection device

synchronizing multiple processors performing fast rule swapping. Referring to FIG. 3A,

as indicated above, network protection device 100 may include packet filter 118. Packet

filter 118 may include one or more processor(s). For example, packet filter 118 may

include processors 300, 302, and 304. Each of processors 300, 302, and 304 may be

associated with a memory cache. For example, processor 300 may be associated with

cache 306. Similarly, processor 302 may be associated with cache 308 and processor

304 may be associated with cache 310. Packet filter 118 may further include one or

more administrative processors for controlling or coordinating its processors. For

example, packet filter 118 may include administrative processor 312 for controlling or

coordinating processors 300, 302, and 304. As indicated above, network protection

device 100 may be configured to swap or switch between processing packets in

accordance with one rule set to processing packets in accordance with a different rule

set. In multi-processor embodiments, it may be advantageous to synchronize the

processors involved in processing packets in accordance with the rule sets. For example,



policy 130's rule set may include rules 130A, 130B, and 130C - 130Z; and policy 132's

rule set may include rules 132A - 132Z. It will be appreciated, that either or both of

policies 130 and 132's rule sets may include more than the number of rules illustrated

(e.g., either or both of policies 130 and 132's rule sets may include hundreds of

thousands or millions of individual rules).

[29] Each of the individual rules within either of policies 130 or 132's rule sets may specify

criteria (e.g., a set of network addresses) and an action (e.g., accept or deny) to be

performed on packets matching the specified criteria. For example, rule 130A may

specify that packets containing TCP packets, originating from a source IP address that

begins with 140, having any source port, destined for any IP address, and destined for

any port should have an accept packet transformation function performed on them.

Similarly, rule 130B may specify that packets containing TCP packets, originating from

a source IP address that begins with 198, having any source port, destined for an IP

address that begins with 130, and destined for any port should have an accept packet

transformation function performed on them; rule 130C may specify that packets

containing UDP packets, originating from a source IP address that begins with 136,

having any source port, destined for any IP address, and destined for any port should

have an accept packet transformation function performed on them; rule 130Z may

specify that packets containing packets of any protocol, originating from any IP source

address, having any source port, destined for any IP address, and destined for any port

should have a deny packet transformation function performed on them; rule 132A may

specify that packets containing TCP packets, originating from a source IP address that

begins with 140, having any source port, destined for any IP address than begins with

127, and destined for any port should have an accept packet transformation function

performed on them; and rule 132Z may specify that packets containing packets of any

protocol, originating from any IP source address, having any source port, destined for

any IP address, and destined for any port should have a deny packet transformation

function performed on them.

[30] The individual rules of policies 130 and 132's rule sets may execute in a linear fashion.

That is, a packet being processed in accordance with policy 130 ' s rule set may first be

compared to the criteria specified by rule 130A. If the packet matches the criteria

specified by rule 130A, the corresponding action may be performed on the packet and



packet filter 118's processor(s) may move on to the next packet. If the packet does not

match the criteria specified by rule 130A, then the packet is compared to the criteria

specified by the next rule (e.g., rule 130B), and so on, until the packet matches the

criteria specified by a rule and the corresponding action is performed on the packet.

Thus, for a multi-processor network protection device, individual processors may be

comparing different individual packets to different rules within a given rule set when it is

determined that the network protection device should swap or switch the rule set the

packets are being processed in accordance with.

[31] For example, at a time when it is determined that network protection device 100 should

swap or switch from processing packets in accordance with policy 130's rule set to

processing packets in accordance with policy 132 ' s rule set, processor 300 may be

beginning to process a packet than does not match the criteria of any of policy 130's rule

set's rules other than rule 130Z. Thus, processor 300 may be required to compare the

packet being processed to a large number of additional rules—potentially millions—

before reaching the rule whose criteria the packet will match (e.g., rule 130Z). In

contrast, at the time it is determined that network protection device 100 should swap or

switch from processing packets in accordance with policy 130's rule set to processing

packets in accordance with policy 132's rule set, processor 302 may be beginning to

process a packet that matches the criteria specified by rule 130A, and will therefore

process the packet relatively quickly compared to processor 300. Thus, if processors

300 and 302 each reconfigure to process packets in accordance with policy 132's rule set

upon completion of processing their respective packets, processor 302 may begin

processing packets in accordance with policy 132's rule set while processor 300

continues to process packets in accordance with policy 130's rule set. Accordingly, it

may be advantageous to synchronize processors 300, 302, and 304's implementation of

policy 132's rule set.

[32] Referring to FIG. 3B, when it is determined that network protection device 100 should

swap or switch from processing packets in accordance with policy 130's rule set to

processing packets in accordance with policy 132's rule set, each of processors 300, 302,

and 304 may be signaled by administrative processor 312 (e.g., via data bus 120) to stop

processing packets. In some embodiments, processors 300, 302, and 304 may be

signaled via the same channel over which they receive packets (e.g., data bus 120). For



example, a control packet, indicting the policy swap, may be sent to each of processors

300, 302, and 304. In some embodiments, such a control packet may comprise a header

value (e.g., a negative integer) that would not exist in a real network packet (e.g., a

packet received from network 104). Additionally or alternatively, packets sent to

processors 300, 302, and 304 may be encapsulated within meta packets and the meta

packets may include information indicating whether they are control packets (e.g.,

packets indicating that processors 300, 302, and 304 should swap from processing

packets in accordance with policy 130's rule set to processing packets in accordance

with policy 132 ' s rule set) or packets containing real network packets (e.g., packets

received from network 104).

[33] In some embodiments, each of processors 300, 302, and 304 may finish processing the

packet they are currently processing and then cease processing packets. In other

embodiments, each of processors 300, 302, and 304 may cease processing packets and

cache the packet they are currently processing for future processing in accordance with

policy 132 ' s rule set. In any of the aforementioned embodiments, once a processor has

ceased processing packets, it may cache any additional packets for future processing in

accordance with policy 132's rule set. For example, processor 300 may cache any

unprocessed packets in cache 306. Similarly, processor 302 may cache any unprocessed

packets in cache 308 and processor 304 may cache any unprocessed packets in cache

310.

[34] Referring to FIG. 3C, upon ceasing to process packets (e.g., when a current packet has

been examined against the rules in policy 130's rule set), each of processors 300, 302,

and 304 may signal administrative processor 312 that they have stopped processing

packets. Referring to FIG. 3D, once each of processors 300, 302, and 304 have signaled

that they have stopped processing packets, each of processors 300, 302, and 304 may be

reconfigured to process packets in accordance with policy 132 ' s rule set. Referring to

FIG. 3E, once reconfigured to process packets in accordance with policy 132's rule set,

each of processors 300, 302, and 304 may signal administrative processor 312 that they

have been successfully reconfigured. Referring to FIG. 3F, once each of processors 300,

302, and 304 have signaled that they have been successfully reconfigured, each of

processors 300, 302, and 304 may resume processing packets. For example, processors

300, 302, and 304 may begin by processing any packets respectively stored in caches



306, 308, and 310, and then may process additional packets received from network 104

via network interface 108.

[35] By synchronizing the implementation of policy 132 's rule set across processors 300,

302, and 304, packets processed by network protection device 100 at any given time

may receive uniform treatment irrespective of the particular processor which handles

them. Because both policy 130 's rule set and policy 132 's rule set may be preprocessed

prior to processing any packets in accordance with either of policies 130 or 132 's rule

sets, the time required to reconfigure network protection device 100 to process packets in

accordance with policy 132 's rule set may be reduced. Reducing the time required to

swap or switch between processing packets in accordance with policy 130 's rule set and

policy 132 's rule set may be particularly advantageous in certain contexts. For example,

policy 130 's rule set may specify a set of network address for which packets should be

accepted (e.g., a set of network addresses corresponding to devices for which

communications should be supported under normal network conditions) and that all

other packets should be denied. Policy 132 's rule set may specify a smaller set of

network addresses for which packets should be accepted than that specified by policy

130 's rule set (e.g., a set of network addresses corresponding to devices for which

communications should be supported under demanding network conditions), and may

further specify that all other packets should be denied. In the event of a network attack

(e.g., a Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack) or detection of one or more

network conditions indicating a network attack, network protection device 100 may

switch from processing packets in accordance with policy 130 's rule set to processing

packets in accordance with policy 132 's rule set (e.g., in an effort to mitigate the effects

of the attack). Accordingly, the faster network protection device 100 can switch from

processing packets in accordance with policy 130 's rule set to processing packets in

accordance with policy 132 's rule set, the greater the likelihood that the effects of the

attack may be mitigated.

[36] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary method for synchronizing multiple processors

performing fast rule swapping. Referring to FIG. 4, the steps may be performed by a

network protection device, such as network protection device 100. At step 400, the

second rule set may be invoked. For example, network protection device 100 may

receive a message invoking policy 132 's rule set or one or more network conditions



indicating a network attack may be detected. At step 402, one or more of the network

protection device's processors responsible for processing packets may be signaled to

process packets in accordance with the second rule set. For example, processors 300,

302, and 304 may be signaled to process packets in accordance with policy 132 ' s rule

set. At step 404, the one or more processors of the network protection device

responsible for processing packets may cease processing packets. For example, each of

processors 300, 302, and 304 may cease processing packets in accordance with policy

300 's rule set. At step 406, the one or more processors of the network protection device

responsible for processing packets may cache any unprocessed packets. For example,

each of processors 300, 302, and 304 may respectively cache any unprocessed packets in

caches 306, 308, and 310. At step 408, the one or more processors of the network

protection device responsible for processing packets may be reconfigured to process

packets in accordance with the second rule set. For example, each of processors 300,

302, and 304 may be reconfigured to process packets in accordance with policy 132 's

rule set. At step 410, the one or more processors of the network protection device

responsible for processing packets may signal completion of the reconfiguration process.

For example, each of processors 300, 302, and 304 may signal completion of their

respective reconfiguration processes. At step 412, the one or more processors of the

network protection device responsible for processing packets may process any cached

unprocessed packets in accordance with the second rule set. For example, each of

processors 300, 302, and 304 may respectively process any unprocessed packets

previously cached in caches 306, 308, and 310 in accordance with policy 132 's rule set.

At step 414, additional packets may be processed in accordance with the second rule set.

For example, each of processors 300, 302, and 304 may process additional packets

received from network 104 in accordance with policy 132 's rule set.

[37] The functions and steps described herein may be embodied in computer-usable data or

computer-executable instructions, such as in one or more program modules, executed by

one or more computers or other devices to perform one or more functions described

herein. Generally, program modules include routines, programs, objects, components,

data structures, etc. that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data

types when executed by one or more processors in a computer or other data processing

device. The computer-executable instructions may be stored on a computer-readable

medium such as a hard disk, optical disk, removable storage media, solid state memory,



RAM, etc. As will be appreciated, the functionality of the program modules may be

combined or distributed as desired in various embodiments. In addition, the

functionality may be embodied in whole or in part in firmware or hardware equivalents,

such as integrated circuits, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field

programmable gate arrays (FPGA), and the like. Particular data structures may be used

to more effectively implement one or more aspects of the disclosure, and such data

structures are contemplated to be within the scope of computer executable instructions

and computer-usable data described herein.

[38] Although not required, one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that various aspects

described herein may be embodied as a method, an apparatus, or as one or more

computer-readable media storing computer-executable instructions. Accordingly, those

aspects may take the form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software

embodiment, an entirely firmware embodiment, or an embodiment combining software,

hardware, and firmware aspects in any combination.

[39] As described herein, the various methods and acts may be operative across one or

more computing servers and one or more networks. The functionality may be

distributed in any manner, or may be located in a single computing device (e.g., a

server, a client computer, etc.).

[40] Aspects of the disclosure have been described in terms of illustrative embodiments

thereof. Numerous other embodiments, modifications, and variations within the scope

and spirit of the appended claims will occur to persons of ordinary skill in the art from a

review of this disclosure. For example, one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate

that the steps illustrated in the illustrative figures may be performed in other than the

recited order, and that one or more steps illustrated may be optional.



What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising :

at a network protection device :

receiving a first rule set;

receiving a second rule set;

preprocessing the first rule set and the second rule set;

configuring the network protection device to process packets in accordance with

the first rule set;

receiving packets;

processing a first portion of the packets in accordance with the first rule set;

reconfiguring the network protection device to process packets in accordance

with the second rule set; and

processing a second portion of the packets in accordance with the second rule

set.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the network protection device comprises a plurality of

processors, wherein at least two of the plurality of processors are utilized for processing

the first portion of the packets in accordance with the first rule set, and wherein

reconfiguring the network protection device to process packets in accordance with the

second rule set comprises synchronizing the at least two of the plurality of processors.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein synchronizing the at least two of the plurality of

processors comprises:

signaling each of the at least two of the plurality of processors to process packets

in accordance with the second rule set;

responsive to the signaling to process packets in accordance with the second rule

set:

ceasing, by each of the at least two of the plurality of processors,

processing of the packets;

caching, by each of the at least two of the plurality of processors,

unprocessed packets;

reconfiguring each of the at least two of the plurality of processors to

process packets in accordance with the second rule set; and



signaling, by each of the at least two of the plurality of processors,

completion of reconfiguration to process packets in accordance with the second

rule set; and

responsive to receiving signaling that each of the at least two of the plurality of

processors has completed reconfiguration to process packets in accordance with the

second rule set, processing, by the at least two of the plurality of processors, the cached

unprocessed packets.

4 . The method of claim 1, comprising:

storing configuration information for configuring the network protection device

to process packets in accordance with the first rule set;

utilizing the stored configuration information to reconfigure the network

protection device to process packets in accordance with the first rule set; and

processing a third portion of the packets in accordance with the first rule set.

5. The method of claim 1, comprising storing the first rule set and the second rule set in a

memory buffer, the memory buffer being dynamically sized based on at least one of a

size of the first rule set and a size of the second rule set.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the first rule set specifies a first set of network addresses

for which packets should be forwarded, and wherein the second rule set specifies a

second set of network addresses for which packets should be forwarded, the second set

of network addresses comprising fewer network addresses than the first set of network

addresses.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the first rule set specifies a first set of network addresses

for which packets should be forwarded, and wherein the second rule set specifies a

second set of network addresses for which packets should be forwarded, the second set

of network addresses comprising more network addresses than the first set of network

addresses.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the first rule set specifies a first set of network addresses

for which packets should be dropped, and wherein the second rule set specifies a second



set of network addresses for which packets should be dropped, the second set of network

addresses comprising fewer network addresses than the first set of network addresses.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the first rule set specifies a first set of network addresses

for which packets should be dropped, and wherein the second rule set specifies a second

set of network addresses for which packets should be dropped, the second set of network

addresses comprising more network addresses than the first set of network addresses.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein reconfiguring the network protection device to process

packets in accordance with the second rule set is performed in response to receiving a

message invoking the second rule set.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein reconfiguring the network protection device to process

packets in accordance with the second rule set is performed in response to one or more

detected network conditions indicating a network attack.

12. An apparatus, comprising:

at least one processor; and

a memory storing instructions that when executed by the at least one processor

cause the apparatus to:

receive a first rule set;

receive a second rule set;

preprocess the first rule set and the second rule set;

configure to process packets in accordance with the first rule set;

receive packets;

process a first portion of the packets in accordance with the first rule set;

reconfigure to process packets in accordance with the second rule set;

and

process a second portion of the packets in accordance with the second

rule set.

13. The apparatus of claim 12, comprising a plurality of processors, wherein at least two of

the plurality of processors are configured to process the first portion of the packets in

accordance with the first rule set, and wherein the instructions when executed by the at



least one processor cause the apparatus to synchronize the at least two of the plurality of

processors.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the instructions when executed by the at least one

processor cause the apparatus to:

signal each of the at least two of the plurality of processors to process packets in

accordance with the second rule set;

responsive to signaling to process packets in accordance with the second rule set:

cease, by each of the at least two of the plurality of processors,

processing of the packets;

cache, by each of the at least two of the plurality of processors,

unprocessed packets;

reconfigure each of the at least two of the plurality of processors to

process packets in accordance with the second rule set; and

signal, by each of the at least two of the plurality of processors,

completion of reconfiguration to process packets in accordance with the second

rule set; and

responsive to receiving signaling that each of the at least two of the plurality of

processors has completed reconfiguration to process packets in accordance with the

second rule set, process, by the at least two of the plurality of processors, the cached

unprocessed packets.

15. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the instructions when executed by the at least one

processor cause the apparatus to:

store configuration information for configuring to process packets in accordance

with the first rule set;

utilize the stored configuration information to reconfigure to process packets in

accordance with the first rule set; and

process a third portion of the packets in accordance with the first rule set.

16. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the instructions when executed by the at least one

processor cause the apparatus to store the first rule set and the second rule set in a

memory buffer, the memory buffer being dynamically sized based on at least one of a

size of the first rule set and a size of the second rule set.



17. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the first rule set specifies a first set of network

addresses for which packets should be forwarded, and wherein the second rule set

specifies a second set of network addresses for which packets should be forwarded, the

second set of network addresses comprising fewer network addresses than the first set of

network addresses.

18. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the first rule set specifies a first set of network

addresses for which packets should be forwarded, and wherein the second rule set

specifies a second set of network addresses for which packets should be forwarded, the

second set of network addresses comprising more network addresses than the first set of

network addresses.

19. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the first rule set specifies a first set of network

addresses for which packets should be dropped, and wherein the second rule set specifies

a second set of network addresses for which packets should be dropped, the second set

of network addresses comprising fewer network addresses than the first set of network

addresses.

20. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the first rule set specifies a first set of network

addresses for which packets should be dropped, and wherein the second rule set specifies

a second set of network addresses for which packets should be dropped, the second set

of network addresses comprising more network addresses than the first set of network

addresses.

2 1. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the instructions when executed by the at least one

processor cause the apparatus to reconfigure to process packets in accordance with the

second rule set in response to receiving a message invoking the second rule set.

22. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the instructions when executed by the at least one

processor cause the apparatus to reconfigure to process packets in accordance with the

second rule set in response to one or more detected network conditions indicating a

network attack.



One or more non-transitory computer-readable media having instructions stored thereon,

that when executed by one or more computers, cause the one or more computers to:

receive a first rule set;

receive a second rule set;

preprocess the first rule set and the second rule set;

configure to process packets in accordance with the first rule set;

receive packets;

process a first portion of the packets in accordance with the first rule set;

reconfigure to process packets in accordance with the second rule set; and

process a second portion of the packets in accordance with the second rule set.

The one or more non-transitory computer readable media of claim 23, wherein the one or

more computers comprise a plurality of processors, wherein at least two of the plurality

of processors are configured to process the first portion of the packets in accordance with

the first rule set, and wherein the instructions, when executed by the one or more

computers, cause the one or more computers to synchronize the at least two of the

plurality of processors.
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